Preface
During the last decade the world has experienced different types of socioeconomic impacts from the 2008 crisis. Consequently, there is a clear need
for a solid, evidence-based scientific analysis of the economic crisis and
different responses at the sectoral, provincial, national and international
levels.
This volume contains a set of original research contributions on crisis,
resilience and innovation. The volume seeks to offer new insights in the
overlapping areas of these topics by offering both broad reviews and various empirical studies. All these contributions mirror the scientific importance and policy relevance of resilience and innovation. Thus the volume
offers refreshing contributions, in particular to academia and social scientists, planners and policy-makers, the business sector and society at large.
An important conclusion from the chapters in this volume is that research
in the field of resilience and innovation significantly contributes to a better
understanding of the complexity of the issue concerned and is able to help
develop relevant policies for overcoming the impacts of economic crisis.
A collective book project is always more than the simple sum of the variety of individual efforts. We express our deep appreciation to the contributors of this volume for their interest and participation in the construction
of this book. We thank all of the contributors for their multiple efforts to
respond to the reviewers’ concerns and in finalizing a variety of issues with
the format, references, tables and figures required to bring the book to a
fully professional and publishable level. We also thank Matthew Pitman
(Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK) for his support and kind cooperation.
During the organization and editing of this book addressing the impacts
of the crisis, Tüzin Baycan has faced many challenges stemming from
a series of different types of crises in Turkey, including several terrorist
attacks, an increasing safety and security problem, and finally a coup
attempt that has had a huge impact in every aspect of life, including
academia. She has thus experienced several impacts of the recent crises in
practice while maintaining her research activity under the highest levels of
economic, social, and political turbulence and instability.
The time dedicated by Hugo Pinto to the organization of this book was
only possible with the support provided by FCT – the Portuguese Foundation
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Resilience, crisis and innovation dynamics

for Science and Technology through the project “Resilience of Innovation
Systems Under Economic Turbulence” (SFRH/BPD/84038/2012), funded
by POCH by the European Social Fund and national resources from the
Portuguese Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher Education.
Tüzin Baycan and Hugo Pinto
March, 2018
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